Abstract. The article proposes a complex motor incident detection algorithm based on rough sets, extracted by rough set theory learning in the training sample covers the basic characteristics of typical data, at the same time use x combined optimal discretization of continuous attribute values in optimization, get the minimalist rule set, this method can effectively improve the accuracy of air combat in the complex plane maneuver event detection and real-time performance.
Introduction
Event detection is an important air combat situation assessment function, but because the air situation is complicated, more number of combat aircraft and has the very strong maneuverability, lead to air situation many types of events, frequent event rate is high and has a lot of fuzziness, the correct detection of the current state of the incident plane had great difficulty [1] [2] . Rough set theory is applied in this article, make full use of flight status in a typical sample data characteristics, decreases the number of the network rules simplify network structure, on the plane complex motor event detection effect is more ideal.
Complex Threat Event
During the air combat, the enemy wants to destroy my plane and save itself ,then it will appear constantly climbing, accelerating, hover, horizontal steering, steering, subduction, such as the behavior of the aircraft state change, these behaviors can threaten me, these threaten events are called as complex maneuvering events. For pilots, the complex maneuverability of enemy is the most important battlefield event, because it has a major impact on the change of air combat. And air situation rapidly change, for a few seconds determines the result of the air, then refined by enemy planes flying and change information and effective conclusions and timely feedback to the pilot, to facilitate the pilot for tactical decision-making, becomes more important and critical.
The Basic Ideas of Method
Firstly, establish a training sample set, and then the rough set theory is utilized to extract the training sample data of typical characteristics, constructing rough set decision table, application of combined methods of sample data discretization of continuous attribute values, and then to the relative reduction of attribute values, extracting rules from decision table, and optimal maneuvering event detection model is obtained. 
The Establishment of Rough Sets Table
Set a rough set decision table, according to the conditions in the process of event detection and decision attribute of the actual situation, design the four input and output of six rough set decision-making system, the corresponding is rough set decision table, with a set of samples to build a rough set decision-making system, system expressed as:
, in this case, the domain is the collection of objects, which refer to m enemy planes. R is the set properties, divided into condition attribute C and decision attribute D, property.
is the information function, it specifies the attribute value of each object in the domain.
.
Discretization of Continuous Attributes
Rough set theory can effectively deal with discrete attribute data, but it cannot solve the problem of continuous attribute values, so the rough set was used to extract fuzzy rules must first discretization of continuous attribute values. Used in this article, based on the x combined with supervision global discretization method, it is also a kind of static method, can in advance before the training sample set discretization of continuous attribute values, so it can greatly improve the efficiency of learning in training, to ensure the high accuracy of discretization. This method is the main idea is to use x statistics to test attributes discretization of interval number, if two adjacent interval has a similar kind of distribution, it can merge the two interval, otherwise, the attribute value interval remains the same, the specific steps are as follows:
(1)Build the conditional attribute value initial discretization interval table The initial discretization interval table has four rows, each representing a condition attribute; A common column, each column represents a range of values for an attribute. To avoid blindly divided into initial discretization intervals, as well as to reduce the workload, according to the air combat experts and the pilot's prior knowledge set four value condition attribute discretization interval range, beyond the range is considered discretization. The range of properties is as follows: : l is columns of the discretization interval number, ij L is the i first class, the j first in a range of tuples count (that is the actual count), and the mathematical expectation ij e is ij L , can use the type calculation:
In the formula, i
A is the total number of samples for the first i segment interval, j B is the number of samples for the first j condition attribute, N is the number of data tuples.
(3) Set the merge termination condition and stop the merge when all adjacent attribute intervals 2  are below the specified threshold. The inspection is based on a significant level of freedom
When after all the continuous attribute values using discretization method, using discrete attribute values instead of after discretization of information table, then put the information on each of the data in the table as a rule, and defines its confidence is:
In the form, j means the jth rule, m j , , 2 , 1   .
Attribute Reduction and Decision Rule Extraction
Attribute reduction from rough set decision table is for the purpose of removing the redundant, and extraction of decision rules is from rough set decision table for each decision rules, remove the expression to the rule of the redundancy attribute values. After simplification of the decision table of rough set decision table and simplify the former has the same function, but simplified rough set decision table can be used less conditions make the same decision. In this paper, the rough set decision table attributes of building is mainly composed of altitude change( H  ), the speed change( V  ), changes in the Angle of the plane deviated from its original course in the plane of the horizon（   ）and change in the vertical plane deviated from its original course Angle（   ), and other four condition attribute and climb, accelerate, hover, level steering, steering, subduction of six decision attribute, so there is no redundant attributes and rough set decision table S . There is no attribute reduction. The specific operation procedure of attribute reduction is referenced in the literature.
Extraction of decision rules is to eliminate redundant attribute values, e   is a decision rules on the rough set decision table of each decision rules set, attribute value belongs to the decision rules, and is a redundant attribute values can be removed, the after extraction of decision rules can be represented as:
In the formula,  is a head of decision rules, e is a back of the decision rules, if the decision rules S in rough set decision table e   is true, then the decision rules S is compatible, if e   is false, S is incompatible.
The specific steps to extract the decision rules are as follows:
1)The equivalent class of the conditional attribute values in the rough set decision table is calculated, and if the decision rules for inconsistency are calculated, the non-uniform level is calculated:
In the formula,   R n is based on equivalent relation in rough set decision table on the partition, the decision rule set
is the number of the equivalence class corresponding decision classes,   R n is the base of the equivalence class. 2)Setting an incongruent level threshold , such as the value greater than the threshold set  by us, retains the attribute value of the inconsistency decision rule; If there is no inconsistency decision rule, the repetition rule in the rough set decision table is removed;
3)The attribute kernel value for the decision attribute is calculated, and the redundant attribute value of each decision rule is removed based on the kernel value of the property, and the simplest rule is obtained.
Concludes
The paper makes research on the complex maneuvering event detection, and the method based on rough sets is proposed, the method to construct contains sample data basic characteristics of rough set decision table, with the combination of discretization of continuous attribute values, then the simplest decision rules were extracted with rough set theory, has higher application value.
